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1. Introduction

T he financial success of an accounting practice is closely re
lated to the efficient use of time.
Most elements of a fee are dependent, to some extent, on
time. As represented by salaries and other payroll expenses, time is
usually the largest single cost of an engagement. Since it is one of
the few objectively measurable factors in determining a fee, the flow
of all costs—plus the financial return to the practitioner— are gen
erally allocated to an engagement on the basis of the man-hours de
voted to it.
Acceptability of a fee to a client generally assumes that the ac
countant will perform the work with reasonable efficiency without
devoting an excessive amount of time to it.
Therefore, to the extent that a firm can effectively control the
use of time, it can control the significant relationship between its
costs and the fees it receives for its services.
Certified public accountants are expert in allocating the income
and expenses of their clients. No CPA, for example, would permit
a client to dispose of a product without accounting for that disposi
tion. Yet the same firm may well have no accurate or useful record
of the disposition of its own chief asset—time.
The basic purpose of this bulletin is to aid the certified public
accountant in determining how well he is applying his expert knowl
edge of efficient business practice to the functioning of his own firm.
It will deal with the types of time controls that can be used to
record and analyze the productivity of principals and staff members.
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These controls may range from semi-automatic systems of checks
and balances on individual performance, to major management
decisions based on performance records.
Obviously records themselves do not provide control. The most
elaborate system can provide only information. Someone must in
terpret it, and apply it to decision-making. In the larger firms, where
top management cannot be expected to be completely familiar with
the day-to-day performance of each staff member, data culled from
detailed records must be relied upon for information. A smaller
practitioner, completely familiar with the activities of his clients and
the work of his staff, can base many of his decisions on personal
observation. Indeed, some smaller firms feel that it is a waste of time
to maintain detailed time records. In some cases, there may be an
element of truth in this. But fundamentally even the smallest prac
titioner cannot afford to rely solely on observation and memory.
He must have some records by which to gauge the efficiency of his
business operations, and to give him a basis for effective control
over the productivity of his practice.
The first section of this bulletin will survey the principles, pur
poses and elements of effective time control.
The bulk of the bulletin will be devoted to four case studies. In
each, a successful local firm describes the step-by-step procedures
with which it acquires time-control information, and the theories on
which it applies the principles of time-control to its own operations.
Clearly, there can be no single set of procedures ideal for all
firms. There is too much variation in the type of client served, the
kind of service rendered. And these variations have significant effects
on the ways in which a firm utilizes the time of its staff.
But these case studies, differing among themselves in both ap
proach and technique, contain ideas and practices which have
proven effective for the firms involved for many years. Some of these
ideas and practices—in their present form or modified to meet vary
ing circumstances—may well be adaptable by other firms who wish
to increase the efficiency of their own time control systems.
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2. The Elements of Time Control

Purpose of Control
Controls on time in an accounting firm should serve three
interrelated purposes:
1. To see that the working time of both staff and principals is
used as productively as possible. This does not necessarily mean that
each person must achieve the maximum possible number of charge
able hours. A certain amount of time should be devoted to staff
training, to special research projects, to the study of current de
velopments in accounting, and to professional and civic activities.
Indeed, the proper planning of such “nonproductive” activities may
increase a firm’s productivity, in the long run, more than if every
hour of every day is charged directly to a client.
2. To make sure that work is properly charged. Unless the per
son responsible for setting the fee can easily determine the type of
work performed and the time invested by the various grades of ac
countants in each engagement, it will be difficult to fix a realistic fee.
3. The third purpose of time control is to enable a firm to review
the adequacy of its fee structure by analyzing the average hourly
return as it relates to operating costs. If a firm is not sure of its costs
for each individual engagement, it cannot properly plan to recover,
on an overall basis, a return which will produce a necessary or de
sirable net income at year’s end. If a firm must wait until the end of
a year to see how much is left over for the partners after the bills
are paid, it is obviously not in a position to do anything about an
undesirable result for that year.
5

Standards of Control
Before a firm can establish specific time-control procedures, it
should develop a set of realistic standards against which day-to-day
performance can be measured.
Some of these, such as tentative income and potential chargeable
time, were discussed in Bulletin No. 3, The Difficult Art of Setting
Fees. They are equally applicable here, for financial stability is one
of the objectives of time control.
Many firms do not make up formal budgets. But in order to
operate effectively a firm must have some idea of what income it
may expect and what its costs are apt to be during the coming year.
Often these figures are merely rough projections from previous
years; but they can serve as a guide in comparing the current year’s
performance. Sometimes the prior years’ figures on a monthly in
come statement are sufficient.
These factors are largely determined by a realistic evaluation of
the amount of chargeable time that can be expected from staff and
partners, and the overall average rate which can be expected from
that time. As pointed out in Bulletin No. 3, firms have different ideas
on how much chargeable time is a realistic expectation. However,
there seems to be general agreement that 1600 chargeable hours a
year was about all that could be expected from each staff man with
out the use of overtime.
With a minimum time standard established, and with a rate ap
plied to it for each individual or classification of accountant—based
on salary plus an allocation for overhead and partners’ compensa
tion— control then becomes possible over most of the cost elements.

Records for Control
A firm’s record system should, ideally, be a compromise between
two extremes. On the one hand it should be adequate to accom
plish the three purposes of time control— optimum productivity,
proper allocation to clients and analysis of costs. On the other
hand it should be simple enough so that productive personnel do
not spend excessive time on what are, basically, housekeeping
6

chores. Time spent in maintaining records and assigning staff men
doesn’t contribute directly to the firm’s income. Yet if operational
flaws can be detected and changed before they snowball into sig
nificant items, this time can be worth a great deal more than a com
parable period of chargeable time in its ultimate contribution to a
firm’s overall productivity.
The following are some of the most commonly used records for
time and billing controls:
1. Time Reports—The basic productivity record is generally a
periodic report submitted by each staff member accounting for all
of his time— both chargeable and nonchargeable. It is generally
a simple form on which is entered the man’s name, the period cov
ered, and the allocation of the total chargeable hours put in each
day. This includes not only the name of the client involved but also
a brief description of work performed. Nonchargeable time is usu
ally shown separately, with an explanation for each major classifi
cation (e.g., unassigned, vacation, sick, administrative). Fre
quently each individual also compiles a summary showing the total
time he has worked for each client during a given period.
The minimum units of time posted may vary among firms, but
a quarter of an hour seems to be the most common. Some firms use
half-hour units; a few record only full hours. Within a firm, as a
practical matter, fractional hours have varying significance. Many
staff members work full days and even weeks on a single assign
ment. Partners, on the other hand, are frequently involved with a
number of clients during a relatively short period.
The unit of time used should be small enough to allocate accu
rately all of the time devoted to specific clients, and to minimize
the short periods of time which are often absorbed by the firm. Some
practitioners favor the use of “units” rather than fractional hours.
They are easy to accumulate and can be assigned a billing value
without translating an hourly rate into a fraction. (For example, one
hour might be four units priced at $2 a unit rather than at $8
an hour.) A few firms find the decimal system effective, especially
where the billing rate is not applied until the fee is computed.
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The frequency with which time reports are submitted ranges
from daily to monthly; weekly reports seem to predominate. These
firms feel the weekly basis gives them better control over the progress
of in-process work and unassigned staff time.
2. Summary Production Record—Individual time sheets are
usually posted to a monthly and/or cumulative time record cover
ing the entire staff. This breaks down total time into productive and
various elements of nonproductive time. Some firms enter and ex
tend billing rates on this form (in some cases even for nonproduc
tive time). This gives them at a glance a full picture of each man’s
theoretical contribution to the firm’s total fee income and the poten
tial loss due to his nonproductive time.
3. Client Card—A card (known by a variety of names including
work in process record and client ledger sheet) is normally kept for
each client. From the individual time reports or summaries, the
name of each man, and the amount of time he has put in for the
client during the period, and a brief description of the type of work
are posted to the client card. Usually the chargeable expenses and
time of other employees, such as typists (if the firm charges the
client directly for such services), are also entered. Here again it
seems to be fairly common practice to extend the time at billing rates.
This client card is often all that is needed to determine the fee
to be charged if an adequate description of the work is included.
When “standard” billing rates are posted to the card as well, the
person doing the billing can quickly see the effect of any fee ad
justments that might be contemplated. In some cases, too, these
forms contain columns for the billing history, including adjust
ments from “standard” rates; thus they also can function as the
accounts receivable ledger.
These basic records can yield a great deal of information about
the functioning of a firm and the effectiveness of individual staff
members. Among their values:
1. A productivity ratio can be developed for each accountant,
and for the firm as a whole, relative both to time involved and to
salary costs. This can be most useful in salary reviews.
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2. When the total productive hours are compared to the total
time available, management has a guide to the amount of addi
tional work the firm can handle and to the periods of the year best
suited for the extra workload.
3. The records indicate variations in the time required to do
the same job for the same client over a long period. If a staff man is
taking longer to do a certain job, he may not be as competent as his
predecessor; on the other hand, the volume of work may have in
creased. In the one case, a personnel problem may be indicated; in
the other, a fee adjustment may be warranted.
4. Analysis of the basic time control records will help to check
out a client’s fee performance, and to evaluate each client’s relative
contribution to a firm’s total income.
5. Nonchargeable time can be analyzed—both to reduce it if
it proves excessive, and to see that the staff spends enough time in
the areas of research and professional development.
6. The records may yield clues to excessive overtime, if any.
The pinpointing of particularly slack periods may provide a solu
tion— such as greater use of interim work during the slow periods.
7. Downward adjustments from the “standard” rates can be
reviewed and perhaps reduced.
8. If a client is concerned about the size of his bill, detailed
time records enable a practitioner to support his fee.
Although these basic production records are found in many
accounting firms, they take a wide variety of forms and vary in
their application. The case studies presented in this bulletin illustrate
the ways in which some firms control productivity and supervise
the overall financial stability of their practices.
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3. Case Studies

A Six-Partner Firm with 30 Staff Men
You cannot really control costs, says the managing partner of
this firm located in the southwest. He feels that the function of man
agement in an accounting office is to control gross income so that
it will cover costs.
Once the necessary staff is hired, this man holds, costs are
fairly well established. The payroll must be met; rent and tele
phone bills must be paid. Although people can be laid off and office
space reduced, there are a certain number of continuing fixed over
head expenses vital to the operation of the practice.
On the other hand, except for special work, gross income usually
consists of rates for time, which must be extended, billed and col
lected. The gross is therefore achieved by control of time and bill
ing rates in order to make the available time as productive as pos
sible. In addition, collectibility requires some machinery to prevent
a client from being surprised by a bill.
Budgeting

This firm—unlike many in the profession—prepares an annual
budget. It is based on an anticipated 1400 productive hours for
each individual (except the managing partner) at his established
rate. In practice, some staff members put in more time; others,
especially juniors and partners, may put in less. The more mature
person usually has more productive time since he does not need as
much instruction and supervision.
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The per diem billing rate used for each individual is one per
cent of his annual salary, with his rate automatically increasing to
the nearest dollar when his salary is increased. Although the rates
of the partners are more arbitrary, they are based on one per cent of
a presumed salary. These rates are predicated on the assumption
that salary cost per productive hour should not exceed 50 per cent
of gross fees.* This rate goes into the books, which are kept on an
accrual basis, as the basic amount which should be recovered from
the client. Although this type of dollar-time budget may be consid
ered a rough estimate (the operating results are actually within 10
per cent of the budget), this firm finds it helpful for these reasons:
1. It can determine whether the estimated income is satisfac
tory in relation to the estimated costs.
2. It guides the firm in scheduling or deferring special addi
tional expenses.
3. It indicates whether the overall fee structure is satisfactory
in relation to costs, or whether adjustments are needed.
4. It permits the firm, by comparing available time for the cur
rent year to the time used in serving regular clients during the pre
vious year, to estimate the amount of time left free for special work.
The firm can also plan in advance a schedule for hiring and training
new men so they will be ready when needed.
Information Necessary for Control

The records kept by this firm are quite detailed, and can be
analyzed to yield a variety of information. Basically, the firm is in
terested in these interrelationships of fees, time and rates:
1. Individual production—the relation of each accountant’s
chargeable time to total time, including a separate breakdown of
nonchargeable time; also the fees resulting from the performance
of the individual.
* The per diem billing rate of one per cent of annual salary results in salaries
being 50 per cent of gross fees, based on an assigned 200 chargeable days per
man per year.
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2. Time and rates applicable to each client compared with
the amount actually billed. (This enables the firm to spot the ex
tent of any deviations from its overall basic rates.)
3. The relation of salary costs to fees, in order to judge per
formance as to specific clients and the overall office performance.
Scheduling Work

Every client is assigned to a particular partner. He is responsi
ble for estimating time required, overall supervision and billing.
At the end of each month each partner submits to the partner in
charge of assignments a time forecast, along with a request for
accountants on each of his clients for the following month and for
three months ahead. (This firm does little write-up work, but does
have some monthly audit engagements.) The three-month forecast
may not prove too accurate, but it is helpful in advance planning.
The forecast includes the following:
1. Name of client;
2. Job starting date;
3. Estimated time for the in-charge accountant, assistants, and
partner in charge (preferred men are specified, but every effort is
made to give the assignment partner flexibility);
4. Estimated dates for tax review and audit review;
5. Estimated date for delivery to typing department, along
with approximate number of pages involved;
6. Estimated completion date.
In addition to the regular forecasts, each partner submits, in
November, a month by month forecast of work for January
through April. This permits the firm to estimate its “busy season”
requirements.
The assignment partner, working from this information, com
piles a summary that lists each staff member, the total time avail
able, the amount of time requested, and projected unassigned time.
He can then assign men to jobs where specific individuals were not
requested. This requires familiarity with both the work and the
12

men; for effective scheduling is predicated on the assignment of
men “in grade.”
A monthly card (Figure 1.) is made up for each man. It shows
the estimated time for jobs in process, and for jobs to which the
man is committed for the rest of the month. The days of the month
are printed across the bottom; assigned or committed days are
crossed out.
Each partner tries to keep a backlog of interim work or as
signments which are not immediately necessary. Usually this type
of work does not appear on the forecasts, but the assignment part
ner will check with the other partners if men are available.
The firm also maintains a staff large enough to handle the
regular engagements without consuming all of the potential charge
able time. There are three advantages in having some unassigned
people at all times, which the firm feels more than offsets any im
mediate loss of revenue:
1. Time is available for nonrecurring work, for which fees are
usually larger than the per diem rates charged for regular recurring
engagements. The firm is also in a better position to accept desir
able new clients.
FIGURE 1.
Monthly Assignment Card
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2. It is easier to maintain a high quality staff. The tendency to
keep poorly qualified men, because of the pressure of work, is
minimized.
3. The firm can undertake special research, provide the oppor
tunity for advanced study and training, and pay sufficient atten
tion to the administrative aspects of the practice.
Controlling In-Process Work

A weekly progress report (Figure 2.) is submitted by the in
charge accountants. This progress report shows the time actually
spent in relation to the estimate, as well as the estimated additional
time and the estimated variance from the original estimate. A
case assignment sheet (Figure 3.) is prepared for each client.
It describes the work, the end products, the due dates, etc., for
each significant job. It is given to the in-charge accountant and
routed to tax and typing department for posting on their records,
so they will be alerted to forthcoming work. The partner in charge
of the client retains the case assignment sheet as a routine control
against the weekly report. It serves to alert the partner to investigate
significant variances and, if necessary, to take up the reasons with
the in-charge accountant and/or the client as soon as possible.
FIGURE 2.
Weekly Progress Report

W EEKLY PROGRESS REPORT

MAN DAYS - 7 HOURS
ORIG.
EST.

IN-CHARGE ACCOUNTANT
ASSISTANTS ( L IS T ) :

TOTAL ASS(STARTS
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USED
TO DATE

UNUSED

EST. TO
COMPLETE

VARIANCE

FIGURE 3.
Case Assignment Sheet

Time Records

Each staff member accounts for all his time (segregating stand
ard time from overtime) on a monthly time sheet. He lists the
clients involved, and explains nonchargeable time. Each man also
prepares a summary time sheet for each client for whom he worked
during the month. This includes the chargeable time by days and
a description of the work performed each day.
Since time reports are not used as job progress reports, this
firm finds monthly time records most effective. Although it requires
more posting at one time in the office, it cuts appreciably the over
all volume of posting.
The summary sheet goes to the bookkeeper who posts it to the
client’s ledger card (Figure 4.) at the man’s billing rate. The sheet
is then placed in the client’s billing file.
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Billing

As mentioned above, each partner is responsible for billing and
collecting from accounts assigned to him. Depending on the job,
the client, or both, the billing may be done at stated intervals, or
upon completion of the job.
To keep billing time at a minimum, the partner is supplied with
the client ledger card (showing the extension of rates) and the
billing file (which contains the history of the work done in the
form of the summary time sheets). The partners find it easier to
assimilate the material when it is kept separately rather than at
tempt to include adequate descriptions of the work performed on
the ledger card. The information in the billing file would indicate
whether some adjustment from regular rates is in order. With rates
built into the system, the partner can tell at a glance if his proposed
bill will achieve a satisfactory result.
The capital in the firm is kept relatively small to make it almost
a necessity for partners to prevent the accumulation of unbilled
work.
Managing Partner’s Controls

For each fiscal year a series of columnar sheets are made up.
A variety of information is posted to them monthly. Although the
managing partner feels they may be more detailed than necessary,
the sheets do contain in one place all pertinent information about
the firm’s operation. He finds this facilitates centralized control.
They are the only records of many financial and personnel
aspects of the practice. By glancing through them each month, the
managing partner can see possible “trouble spots” quickly; if a de
tailed analysis is warranted, the material is at hand. These records
are brought up to date when the monthly time sheets are posted to
the client ledger.
Despite the volume of detail involved, one girl completes all
the posting and extensions— both for billing and control purposes
— in five or six days each month.
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FIGURE 4.
Client Ledger Card
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The monthly material involved includes:
Balance Sheet— In addition to the balance sheet proper, two
tabulations— doubtful accounts receivable, and accounts receiv
able as a per cent of monthly fees— are inserted at the bottom of
the page. The firm does not accrue fees of doubtful collectibility,
but a separate ledger is kept on them. The monthly total represents
the control on this ledger. By indicating accounts receivable as a
per cent of fees, the managing partner can readily see the firm’s
overall billing and collection performance. Efforts are made to
keep this figure under 400 per cent of monthly fees.
Income Statement (monthly and cumulative)— Fees earned
for the partner, staff and stenographic groups are entered sep
arately. (A separate sheet contains a breakdown of fees earned by
each individual.) This record points out variations from the “desir
able result” based on chargeable time. For the purpose of these
statements, partner salaries are considered as an operating expense
before arriving at net income. At the bottom of the page the fol
lowing percentage relationships are shown: partners’ and staff
salaries to partners’ and staff fees earned; stenographic salaries to
stenographic fees earned; other operating expenses to total fees
earned; and net income to total fees earned. (See Figure 5.)
Rate and Time Statistics (monthly and cumulative)—The fol
lowing averages or totals are posted vertically, first for partners
(as a group) and then repeated for the staff (as a group):
1. Average per diem earned, based on chargeable time and
total time.
2. Total chargeable, unassigned and personal time (includ
ing vacations, sick time, etc.) stated in hours. From the total of
these three items is deducted the total “standard” time. (“Standard”
time is eight hours per day, Monday through Friday, less holidays.
This standard figure is computed each month.)
3. Excess time (overtime) is shown in hours, and also as a
percentage of standard, total, chargeable, unassigned and per
sonal time.
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FIGURE 5.
Income Statement
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FIGURE 6.
Accountants' Statistics
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The various components of total time contained in (2) and
(3) above are shown separately for each individual on supplemen
tary sheets. (See Figure 6.)
Fees Earned, by Client— A sheet is maintained for each part
ner, with the clients assigned to him listed alphabetically down the
left side of the page. Each month the fees (at “standard” rates) and
the billing adjustments (differences between standard and actual)
are entered as separate figures on the same line. The totals at the
bottom of the page indicate the overall per diem fees, billing ad
justments and net fees for the month for each partner’s clients. This
statement, posted from the client ledger at the time the monthly
entries are made, provides the managing partner with a good deal
of information about the performance of each client and each part
ner. The source of excessive variations from the desirable fee are
evident, and action can be taken to determine the reasons for the
variations. Income analysis to determine the relative fee value of
various clients can easily be undertaken.
As can be seen from the description of these records, there is
some duplication of information. Other records could probably
be combined on a single page. However, the managing partner
finds it easier to deal with specific items if they are listed separately.
Some of the material is not reviewed unless the summary indicates
trouble areas, but the information is there when needed.
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A Large Local Firm (6 Partners, 100 Employees)
Despite the size of this eastern firm, the keynote of its time con
trol procedure is simplicity. It consists of three basic records which
minimize posting time. The system is easily adaptable by small
firms, or by highly-centralized medium-sized firms.
The system is based on the premise that it is impractical to
achieve a constant net percentage from the fee for each client, since
time is not the sole criterion in billing. Nonetheless, an informal
“resistance point” is built into it, so that the firm knows whether or
not it is serving a given client at a loss.
Time Sheet and Summary Record

Each staff accountant and comptometer operator submits a
weekly time sheet. It contains a daily breakdown of chargeable and
nonchargeable time. Stenographers, typists, checkers, and other
office personnel do not submit this type of time sheet since their
costs are considered part of the general overhead. None of their
time is directly charged to clients.
The time sheet includes the employee’s name, the date the re
porting period ended, the clients for whom he worked, and a brief
explanation of the work performed. On the back of the time sheet
is a box in which the staff member summarizes time worked for
each client during that week, and his total nonchargeable time.
The minimum time unit recorded is one-quarter of an hour. If
a man does not accrue at least half an hour of work for a particu
lar client during a given week, the fractional time is listed as non
productive, rather than posted to the client ledger.
This firm favors a weekly time report, since posting of sheets to
the control is distributed throughout the month, and the client
ledger can be kept up to date. Although the back of the time sheet
has room for staff men to list expenses incurred, the firm prefers to
handle them through petty cash vouchers. These are entered in an
expense book and can be posted to a client’s expense ledger sheet.
The first sheet of the time control record book (a post binder
in this case) consists of an alphabetical listing of each staff member
down the left-hand side of the page. Opposite the name, and run
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ning across the sheet, are spaces in which the weekly amounts of
chargeable, nonchargeable and total time are posted for each indi
vidual. These figures are taken from the summary on the time
sheets.
This summary record serves a dual purpose: 1) it indicates
which time sheets have been received; 2) it serves as a control of
hours posted to clients’ ledger sheet. Nonchargeable time is in
formally reviewed at stated intervals. Excessive nonchargeable
time is investigated. Actually, staff men in this firm have little non
productive time.
The Client Ledger

A combined cost and billing ledger for each client is inserted
alphabetically in the time record book (Figure 7.). Headings in
clude: client’s name and address; names of pertinent individuals
in the client firm; the fiscal closing date; the billing basis; and the
fee where applicable. (In much of the monthly work a constant
amount is billed each month; necessary adjustments are made at
the end of the year). From left to right on the sheet are columns
FIGURE 7.
Time and Billing Ledger
Billing Basis—m onthly
A udit Retainer—$300 per mo.
Fiscal Closing Date— 12/31

ABC Company, Inc.
Head o f Firm: John Frank
102 East 40th Street
Bookkeeper: Miss June Jones
New Y ork 17, New Y ork
Billed

W eekly Hours
Accountant W ork Done

Total
1 2 3 4 5 Hours Date

A . Jones
Jan. audit
L .Johnson Jan. detail

(February 1958)
7 14
10 14
45

C. Mitchell Feb. audit
S. Roberts Feb- detail
Special—Re:
J. James
System

(March 1958)
23
20
8

51

Paid

W ork Billed

A m t.

Date

Jan.

$300.

M ar. 15 $300.

$300.

M ar. 30

Feb.
Special
system

$ 75.

Apr. 25

M ar.

$300.

Feb.

28

M ar. 20

A m t.

Apr. 20 $375.

(April 1958)
R. Smith
G. Evans

M ar. audit
M ar. detail

25
18

43
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for the accountants’ names; description of the work or month of
audit; the weekly hours of the individuals; the total hours for the
month; date, explanation and amount of the bill; and date and
amount paid. This form can include accumulation of expenses,
balance due or other data. Since separate expense sheets are main
tained for each client, the total expense figure is entered when
billed.
After the time sheets are checked, chargeable and nonchargeable time is posted to the summary time record. The accountant’s
name and hours are entered under the respective client’s ledger
sheet. Since the number of men serving a client may vary (thus
requiring more or less space in the sheet) a rubber stamp is used
to indicate the month and year involved. It is stamped on the line
immediately following the prior month’s postings.
At the end of every month each client’s total hours are ex
tended, and an adding machine tape run for all clients. The total
should agree with the sum of the chargeable time indicated on
the summary record.
The time required to post this information depends, of course, on
the size of the staff and the number of active clients. This firm em
ploys a college student on a part-time basis; she spends about 15
hours a week keeping the records for the 80 employees who sub
mit time sheets. The same system for a firm with a staff of 10 would
take only an hour or two per week. The monthly balancing of the
controls can usually be done in one day.
How the System Works

One partner handles all billing for accounting services and for
regularly recurring tax work. In certain cases the billing partner
will consult with a partner closer to a given client’s work.*
Special tax work is billed separately by the tax partner. These
fees may not depend primarily on the time involved, so time spent
⁕ Since much of the firm’s work is on a recurrent monthly or quarterly basis,
many clients are on some sort of retainer basis for regular work—subject, of
course, to periodic adjustments.
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by the tax department is not posted to client ledger—just the fee
set by the tax partner.
The billing partner in this firm feels that indicating a staff man’s
grade classification, or his rate per hour, serves.no purpose—for
two reasons. First, despite the size of the staff (15 seniors, 18 semi
seniors, 36 to 40 juniors and comptometer operators in the ac
counting department; six men in the tax department), the billing
partner is familiar with each man’s grade. Second, he feels that a
fee should be based not only on time rates, but on variables in
volved in the job. For example, if a higher-priced man is assigned
a job that could be satisfactorily done at a lower level, the billing
partner feels the client should not be expected to pay the difference.
Another consideration is client acceptance of a fee. Although
time spent by the various grades of staff men is taken into consid
eration, the billing partner has in mind an average rate which he
regards as the minimum fee which should be recovered from a given
client during the year.
This rule of thumb figure is a “cost” rate. It is determined an
nually from the expected productive hours of the staff and the
overhead expenses. The firm, using a seven-hour day, expects
roughly 230 chargeable days a year per man.
Although this varies, the assignment procedure described be
low has resulted in little, if any, unassigned time.
The prior year’s total expenses (including rent, phone, sta
tionery, staff and clerical salaries, etc.)— amended by anticipated
changes during the current year—are divided by the total produc
tive hours worked by the entire staff in the preceding year.
This yields an average direct labor cost per hour, before part
ners’ compensation. The present average cost figure is $40 a day
per man; $50 a day is regarded as the minimum average fee to be
recovered.
This firm usually does not charge the client directly for the
time of senior partners; nor is this time posted to the client ledger.
Time spent in review and consultations is compensated for in the
return on staff time. However, if a client needs a partner’s extensive
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attention, or if a partner makes an unusually significant contribu
tion, that partner enters a special note in the time book and the fee
may be adjusted accordingly. (Junior partners doing substantial
field work keep detailed diaries, and submit memo time records to
the time clerk for posting.)
The managing partner—bearing in mind the $50-a-day min
imum average rate— reviews client ledgers once a month. He deter
mines the fees to be charged, and follows up arrears. He is guided
by the entire billing and collection history of the client— and can
tell at a glance the service each client receives.
This firm finds that each item listed on the client ledger sheet
is helpful in overall control:
1. The name of each man who worked on the engagement
serves as a guide in rotating men on audits.
2. The description of work done indicates unusual services
rendered, conferences, or special work and reveals possible exces
sive time resulting from unwarranted overly detailed procedures.
3. The time in hours consumed by the engagement is a guide in
comparing monthly and annual time with the estimate—especially
if the basic fee was established in advance. Knowing the average
“cost” rate offers a quick comparison with the billed amount and
indicates the extent of profitability of each engagement.
4. Billing data serves as an accounts receivable record. It
indicates at all times the balance due from each client. It also
guarantees that all work done is billed.
The managing partner’s periodical review of this ledger can
guide him in deciding which unprofitable engagements should be
discontinued—if a fee increase or work reduction is impossible.
It can also tell him whether staff men are being properly rotated
on assignments. And it enables him to take steps to prevent ex
cessive accumulation of accounts receivable balances.
Staff Assignments

Since most of this firm’s men spend their time on monthly or
interim audits, a simple assignment form proves effective. (About
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60 per cent of the work is recurring monthly jobs, 20 per cent bi
monthly or quarterly, and the rest semi-annual or annual.) The
personnel manager prepares an assignment sheet at the start of
each month. Staff members are listed down the left-hand side of a
ruled sheet; the days of the month are listed across the top (Figure
8.). For convenience, separate sheets are made for the various
grades of staff men. Opposite each name is entered the name of the
client for whom the man is to work during the month. The client’s
name is spread across the dates estimated to complete the work.
The personnel manager schedules the assignments from the
following records:
1. Unfinished work as indicated on the prior month’s assign
ment sheet.
2. A list of clients kept on a monthly basis, indicating closing
dates for annual audits and those who have monthly or bimonthly
recurring work.
3. Memoranda or notations which indicate special work to be
done that month.
FIGURE 8.
Monthly Staff Schedule
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Unassigned time can be estimated from the blank areas on
the assignment sheet, and plans can be made for its use. This sheet
also indicates which men have light programs and who should be
available for possible special work. Such men may be called upon
to assist in engagements taking more time than originally antici
pated; in preparing state franchise tax forms; or for interim work
on annual or semi-annual audits, such as vouching, bank reconcilia
tions, building working paper schedules, payroll auditing, etc.
Efforts are made to rotate the staff among virtually all of the
clients in order to maintain flexibility, provide continuing training
and to avoid excessive familiarity between the staff and the clients’
employees.
When a client informs the firm that its books are ready, a small
red dash is entered in the space containing the client’s name. Thus,
the personnel manager can rearrange the order of the work, if
necessary, depending on whether or not the client’s books are ready.
When an assignment is completed, the space for the client involved
is shaded lightly in pencil, making it possible to tell easily the
progress of the month’s work.
The staff man telephones the personnel manager on the day
he expects to complete his work. He is then told where to report
for his next assignment. Using this method, junior accountants
rarely have to come into the office; seniors come in just to leave
completed work and pick up the papers for the next job, unless
discussion with a partner is necessary.
The personnel manager knows the time required to complete
engagements in the past for regular clients, and has the prior
month’s assignment sheet from which he can estimate the time for
the monthly clients. He spends less than one day a month prepar
ing the assignment sheet, and approximately one hour a day making
assignments. During the month, he periodically looks over the
sheet and will telephone the in-charge accountant for an explanation
if a job seems to be taking excessive time. Necessary action can
then be taken.
This system of recording time and assigning men was estab
lished by this firm 20 years ago. The staff was then less than half
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its present size. The system has proven effective for their purposes,
with a minimum amount of record keeping.
By using a rule of thumb cost figure, the firm has been able
to achieve the desired total overall annual result, although the profit
percentage made from individual clients may vary. Though some
clients may pay a little more or less than others for virtually iden
tical services, the firm feels that ability to pay should receive some
consideration in billing for professional services. By annually re
viewing the client ledger, the firm can determine if a client is being
served at less than cost on an overall basis. Fee or time adjustments
can then be made. Or the firm may, in some cases, continue to
serve a client at a fee which may be below cost if an old client’s
financial position precludes a fee increase, or if it appears that the
client’s financial condition may improve in the future.
This firm acknowledges that its system rests on a pyramidical
organization, and depends on one or two key individuals to keep
it operating effectively. Unless provision is made for men to under
study these positions, the system is apt to be difficult to operate
in the face of prolonged absence of the key people.
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A Smaller Firm in a Medium-Sized Midwestern City
This firm, consisting of two partners, 10 staff men and several
clerical employees, exemplifies the effective use by a smaller office
of a punched card system to record time. About 60 per cent of
the firm’s work is devoted to audits leading to reports; 30 per cent
to tax work; 10 per cent to estate work, systems and advisory ser
vices. Most clients are on an annual basis, billed when an engage
ment is completed; but interim or “in process” billing is also used.
This office always maintained a cost system on its engagements
—including a cost ledger containing sheets for each client, to which
was posted the time and hourly cost of each accountant. A client’s
ledger containing the charges for fees as they are billed was also
kept. But this manual system proved time-consuming.
About four years ago the details were turned over to the local
office of a punched card service. Its sales representative, a CPA,
helped devise a system that has not only cut bookkeeping expense
but also provides prompt information as to the time, “standard”
cost and “standard” fees on every engagement.
At the beginning of the fiscal year, the hourly salary costs for
partners, senior accountants, juniors, and clerical employees are
determined. An allocation of overhead is added to reach a standard
hourly cost. This overhead rate, including nonproductive salary
costs, is determined on the basis of the estimated chargeable time
for each individual; varying rates are arbitrarily allocated among
partners and staff. On an overall basis, the rate now averages
approximately $2 per man-hour. At the same time an hourly fee
to the client is set for each classification of personnel. The punched
card service is furnished a code number for each employee, his
initials, and his “standard” cost and fee rate.
The system starts with the accountant’s detailed bi-weekly time
sheet (Figure 9.) which is prepared at the end of each two-week
period ending on Friday. This time sheet is balanced daily to pick
up chargeable and indirect time. There is space on the reverse for
details of work done if the code on the front is not sufficiently
explanatory. The sheet also gives an expense summary. It may re
quire support, but provides for charges to the client’s cost account.
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FIGURE 9,
Time and Expense Report

FIGURE 9. (Reverse side)
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When the bookkeeper receives the time sheets she enters the
client’s code number from a Kardex file and sends them to the busi
ness machine office. Included are the time sheets turned in by the
stenographers, typists, the bookkeeper, and the multilith operator.
(This firm charges clients for the direct time of clerical employees.)
The punch card service furnishes five reports. The first two
cover the two-week period only.
Summary of Clients’ Costs and Fees for Two-Week Period

The first report totals by individual clients the time charged to
each client’s account for the period. This report gives the firm an
idea of the time currently charged to each engagement.
Client’s
Name

Total
Hours

Client’s
Code No.

Standard
Cost

Billable
A m ount

Abrams Lumber Co.. .
Baldwin Press ........... .
Corcoran Co.................

103
703
267

11.25
7
15

64.60
54.60
103.00

74.93
63.00
115.00

Sterling Drill .............
Totals ...................

360

63.50
1,167

358.95
7,388.54

446.75
8,426.66

Detail of Clients’ Cost by Accountants

The second report details the time put in by personnel working
on the current engagements. This checks with the clients’ totals
in the first report:
C lient's
Name
Abrams Lumber C o.. . .

Totals .....................

Accts.
Initials
RT
CC
RV
MD
FP

Hours
.50
7.75
2.25
.25
.50
11.25

Standard
Cost
5.40
49.60
7.20
.80
1.60
64.60

Billable
Am ount
6.00
58.13
8.10
.90
1.80
74.93

Year-to-Date Time and Cost Distribution

The third report constitutes the work-in-process ledger at
the end of the current period, as it cumulates all of the time to date
that has not been billed. It enables the firm to check the total time
put in against estimated fees that may have been submitted to
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clients. It also enables the firm to approximate anticipated profit
if bills are rendered at “standard” rates.
In effect, this report cumulates all costs on each engagement,
for items are not deducted from the report until the final bill has
been rendered. While an engagement is in process, the firm fre
quently mails an interim bill to the client covering the approximate
charges to date. These bills become debits to the client’s accounts
but are credited to a deferred account, which is closed out of the
fee account when the final billing has been made.
Client’s
Code
Name
No.
..
127
A.B.C. Co........................
Abrams Lumber ............ . . 103
Adams Dept. Store. . . . .. 145

Yale Press Co............... ..
Zero Ice Cream Co___ . .
Totals ......................

842
896

Hours
95.75
44.25
337.50

Standard
Cost
679.49
269.03
2,040.59

Billable
A m ount
785.87
311.04
2,307.86

181.50
88.25
20,243

1,121.71
525.91
136,156.82

1,258.81
613.19
155,463.80

Year-to-Date— by Accountant’s Time

The next report gives in detail the cumulated time spent by per
sonnel on each client for the year to date. It supports the preceding
summary:
Client
Adams Dept. Store ..

Totals .................

Accountant Hours

Standard
Cost

Billable
Am ount

AC
8.50
MK
130.00
51.25
CC
SG
65.75
67.50
TV
MD
4.25
RT
8.00
FF
2.25
Expense
337.50

47.57
963.60
251.13
307.18
322.86
13.50
25.30
7.20
102.25
2,040.59

53.27
1,114.00
281.88
342.88
361.38
15.30
28.80
1.10
102.25
2,307.86

This report is sent to the firm in duplicate, so that the carbon
copy may be cut apart and details of in-process engagements be
distributed to the partner or senior accountant in charge. He uses
this as a check against his estimated time and fees. If the engage
ment is complete, the carbon strip furnishes the information for
fixing the fee, and suggests the description of services rendered to
be put on the client’s invoice.
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When the partner in charge of a given client is ready to bill,
he pastes the carbon strip on a pre-printed 8 Vi x 11-inch sheet
which contains space for a description of the engagement. Through
his familiarity with the work done, the partner usually can fill this
in without referring to other records. In another column the part
ner enters the fee to be charged and the wording to be used on
the bill.
These sheets are kept chronologically in a billing folder for each
client. Prior billings are reviewed when the current bill is pre
pared to see that they are consistent with prior services rendered.
If there is an unusual variance for which the partner cannot ac
count, he can refer to prior reports to find when and by whom the
time was accumulated. By reviewing the details on the original
time reports he can then determine the cause of the variance. This
is necessary in about 5 per cent of the cases.
The fifth report is a summary of the expense items shown on
the reverse side of the accountant’s time sheets. Direct chargeable
expense is added to the cumulated costs on each client’s account.
The cost of indirect time, taken from the time sheets, is extended
and added to the burden account. The total “standard” costs, in
cluding payroll and burden, are compared with the actual payroll
and burden figures at the end of the firm’s thirteen operating periods.
The variance measures the effectiveness of its planning and esti
mating. After clients’ bills are prepared, the business machine office
is advised of the accumulated hours, costs, and fees to be deducted
from the cumulated totals to date. This constitutes the debit to cost
of fees and the credit to work-in-process for control purposes in
the general ledger. At the same time, the firm charges the client
and credits fees with the actual amount billed. Any differences
between the tabulated fees and the actual billings are reflected in
a fee variance account.
Other Material Available for Analysis

Current and historical information by client, or by accountant,
is always available on the punched cards. Therefore, periodic
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analyses can be made of the performance of individuals or clients
for a variety of purposes. Among these are analyses of productive
and nonproductive staff time which can also be extended at the
cost rate or basic billing rate in this firm. This can be of great help
when staff bonuses are determined. Although the staff of this firm
is on a salaried basis, this type of report would provide timely and
accurate payroll information in cases where staff members are on
a drawing account, receiving a certain portion of the fees they earn.
The firm finds the following advantages to this mechanized
system of recording time and costs:
1. Ledgers are always current. This enables billing to be accu
rate and prompt, and reduces the working capital tied up in client’s
accounts.
2. The firm is always currently informed on budgeted time for
engagements while they are still in progress.
3. From the punched cards on each client and each employee,
many supplementary reports may be obtained for analysis of ser
vices, bonus computations, etc.
4. The tabulation of indirect time, as coded on time sheets,
gives a good analysis of the nonchargeable payroll.
5. Mechanized time controls are more economical than a
manual system, and frees the bookkeeper for other essential services.
All these reports are reviewed by the senior partner as soon as
they are available—usually within a day or two after the time
records are submitted to the business machine office. Any adjust
ments he wishes to make to the billing amounts are made directly
on the reports. They are maintained chronologically and represent
the current and historical record of the firm’s operation.
Only the posting to the client’s ledger from these reports is
handled within the firm. Even in this case, only the cumulative
totals of costs, charges and adjustments are extended, along with
the interim bills and interim payments made by the client. When
the final bill is rendered, the charges are deducted from the reports,
as indicated above.
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The reports used by this firm can easily be modified to provide
quick and accurate information to large and small firms under a
variety of circumstances.
For example, the type of work classifications which appear only
on the accountant’s time reports can be incorporated in the service
reports to give the partner an idea of what has been done for the
client. (This firm has not found this information to be necessary,
since the partners are familiar with the work to be performed for
all their clients and are basically interested in the amount of time
involved.) Some firms might find they would not need a separate
listing for a “standard cost” and a basic “billing amount.” If costs
are accurately incorporated in a realistic billing rate, the extension
of this rate might be an adequate guide in determining the “resist
ance point” in setting the fee.
There is one basic disadvantage to this system. Even when the
work classification codes appear in the reports, it is difficult to note
unusual aspects of an engagement, or significant contributions
which should be considered in setting the fee. It is necessary to refer
to the original time reports or the working papers to evaluate these
elements. However, many manual methods are inadequate in this
respect as well.
It would appear that a mechanized system of recording time
might be especially suited to a firm whose practice is largely de
voted to recurrent services of a similar nature to regular clients.
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A Pacific Coast Firm in a Medium-Sized City
This firm consists of six partners, about 15 staff accountants
and five clerical employees. There is one small branch office run
virtually independently by one of the partners with one staff man
and one bookkeeper-typist. Time controls are exercised in two
areas: in planning assigned staff time, and in the use of time budgets
on audits and other major engagements.
Staff Assignments

Planning centers around the firm’s office manager, a non-CPA.
The basic client records used for assignments are:
1. A log of accounting and auditing engagements, maintained
by the office manager and set up according to the ending date of
each client’s fiscal year;
2. A listing of all recurrent quarterly engagements, set up by
calendar quarters to allow each completed quarter to be checked off;
3. A schedule of all recurrent monthly accounting or bookkeep
ing jobs;
4. A log of all tax returns to be prepared; this is in two sec
tions— one for calendar-year clients, one for all clients whose ac
counting period ends on a date other than December 31. The log
is maintained by the firm’s senior tax reviewer in cooperation with
the office manager.
All these records provide a basis for follow-up on all assign
ments to be processed.
To control assigned staff time, the office manager maintains a
columnar worksheet. Names of staff members available for assign
ment run across the top; the working days of each month are listed
in the left-hand column. As assignments are made, the manager
writes the client’s name into the appropriate spaces on the assign
ment control sheet. Information on pending assignments comes
from a check on the records discussed earlier, as well as from a
weekly assignment schedule (Figure 10.).
This weekly schedule is turned in every Thursday by each staff
member. It contains the following information: a listing for the
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days of the next week of all clients for whom he expects to perform
work; a summary, at the bottom of the schedule, of assignments on
which he expects to work during the two or three weeks following
that week; and requests for any assistance needed during the en
gagements listed on the current schedule.
No formal pre-planning of work is done by or on behalf of
any of the partners.
FIGURE 10.
Weekly Assignment Schedule
TENTATIVE WORK SCHEDULE FOR WEEK BEGINNING 6
(to be submitted before preceding Friday morning)
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

G a s

H

P ro c e d u re s

C o u n c il

o l

Plans fo r following week—remarks:
7 / 1 4 - 1 8 G a s P r o d . C o u n c il

S igned

Time Records

Time records of partners and staff members are set up to fur
nish information for future work budgets and billings. The firm
has not set productive time targets for partners or staff, but it strives
to keep total nonchargeable hours to a minimum. At present it
feels that planning and control of productive time works effectively
if the current year’s totals of productive and nonproductive hours
compare favorably to the prior year’s performance.
Summary semi-monthly reports show productive hours and cer
tain required classifications of nonproductive hours. These are re
viewed each month at partners’ meetings. The reports are prepared
on the form shown in Figure 11-A. The firm expects employees of
different classifications to show varying amounts of nonchargeable
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time at different times of the year; it uses the nonchargeable time
record as one of the measures of efficient work performance.
Time records are kept by partners and employees in minimum
units of one-half hour. All chargeable time records are extended at
billing rates which have been previously established on the basis
of 2.75 times the hourly pay rates of the employees. Senior part
ners’ time is charged at two different rates— a normal rate for regu
lar work done at the partner level, and a rate of approximately
two-thirds of the normal for work at the senior level performed in
the field. All work performed by junior partners is charged at the
lower rate. Billing rates for all employees are adjusted to 2.75 times
their hourly wage each time a salary increase is granted.
Instead of using the more traditional form of employees’ time
record sheets, this firm uses individual time tickets prepared by
each employee for each client for whom he works during a semi
monthly pay period. Each partner and each staff member records
work performance on colored time tickets: white for chargeable,
buff for all nonchargeable classifications (office nonchargeable,
holiday, vacation, sick and absent time). Staff accountants and
clerical employees prepare their own time tickets immediately fol
lowing the close of the semi-monthly period. Thus they perform a
portion of the record keeping for clients’ records rather than burden
a clerical employee with far more posting time, for the reasons
given below. Time tickets for partners and— during the busy times
of the year—for other key employees, are prepared by a clerical
employee from their appointment books. Figure 11-B. shows the
chargeable time ticket for accountant Doe who worked on a systems
survey for Ace, Inc. on June 23, 24, 25 and 30, for a total of 22½
hours. Figure 11-C. shows the dates when Doe had nonchargeable
hours during the half-month ended June 30, 1958, together with ex
planations if indicated.
Each employee further prepares a covering envelope (Figure
11-D.) which serves in place of an ordinary time card and lists the
total hours worked by him in the various categories during the cur
rent pay period. He encloses in that envelope the time tickets totaling
exactly the amount of hours shown on its face.
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The first step in the pricing of these tickets is to extend the
total hours shown on the outside of the envelope at the employee’s
billing rate to arrive at a total value of his chargeable, nonchargeable, vacation time, etc. Then each of the white tickets contained
in the envelope, representing the total work performed for any one
client during the current half-month period, is extended at the same
billing rate. This is done by reference to tables, and all cents are
disregarded. The total of the extensions on the individual time
tickets must equal the total of the extension on the outside of the
envelope. Once the total charges contained in each employee’s en
velope have been balanced against the summary, these tickets then
may be sorted by client, totaled by client and posted to the client’s
receivable record. Thus only a single posting is made for all time
chargeable to a client during a period.
Clients' Records and Billing Procedures

These are also maintained via an envelope system (Figure 11 -E.).
The face of these envelopes is divided into two sections. The left
section represents an accumulation of unbilled services; the right
section represents the accounts receivable record of billed and un
paid services. The total amount of time, summarized by an adding
machine tape stapled to that client’s tickets for the current pay
period, is posted to the unbilled services section of the envelope.
Tickets for these charges are kept inside the envelope until all work
represented by them has been billed to the client and the fee re
ceived. These tickets, as prepared by the employees themselves, yield
a full description of the work performed. It is a relatively simple
matter, at billing time, to review all time tickets comprising the
accumulation of charges, and to evaluate the importance of the
work to the client.
One or another of the partners is responsible for each of the
firm’s clients. That partner initials all clients’ billing and accounts
receivable envelopes; is shown all typing and processing instruc
tions for signature purposes. Questions relating to the timing of
work, the assignment of staff personnel, of contacts with the client,
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FIGURE I I .
Time Reports and Billing Record
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of special mailings, and of similar client relations are usually
taken up with that partner. (This policy dates back to the start of
the firm, which originated from the consolidation of several indi
vidually owned accounting practices.)
Each partner prepares the bills for the clients assigned to him.
However, it is a policy of the firm that all bills are to be reviewed
with two other partners before being submitted to the client. New
clients are either assigned to the partner who acquired them or to
one of the other partners whose workload is less heavy. There is
no significance to partners’ assignments as far as their share in the
firm’s earnings are concerned. In fact, the firm maintains no records
of totals billed to any one partner’s clients, or of total time charges
built up on that partner’s accounts. However, it has been found
that administrative advantages arise from the definite assignment of
accounts as a partner’s responsibility.
Due to the varied nature of the firm’s work, it has not proved
practicable to organize the firm into definite departments (except
that at least two employees are regularly assigned to tax work dur
ing the entire year). Because of this, and because services per
formed for any one client are likely to include monthly or quar
terly reporting, tax return preparation, tax planning, systems work
and other management consulting services, this firm has not found
it practicable to break down its revenue according to types of
services rendered.
The operation of this firm’s time control system requires ap
proximately 1 to 3 hours per month of each staff accountant. It
takes about one-quarter of the office manager’s time and about onethird of the time of the clerical employee working on the time tickets
and the client’s records. One of the partners spends from 2 to 6
hours a month on the general supervision of time control records.
The breakdown of nonproductive time furnished by these rec
ords is not always sufficiently detailed for effective management of
staff time. But because of the relatively intimate acquaintance of
each partner with the client’s affairs when he prepares billings, the
historical record and description of the work as shown on the time
tickets proves satisfactory for billing purposes.
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4. Conclusion
This bulletin has sought to call to the attention of the account
ing practitioner the principles of effective time control, and the
importance to a firm’s income of corollary planning. Indeed, con
trols themselves serve little purpose if a firm does not have a clear
idea of its aims.
The case studies have shown how various firms have devel
oped procedures to keep track of time and costs in relation to staff
productivity and fees. Each of the systems used may have disadvan
tages; but they have proved satisfactory for the firm concerned.
Obviously there can be no single time control method that
would prove universally applicable. Firms with large staffs must
frequently utilize more elaborate records than smaller firms, whose
partners may be more familiar with the performance of the staff
men. Yet not even this is always true; for the largest firm in the case
studies yielded, in some ways, the simplest set of procedures.
The type of practice has an effect on the situation as well. A
firm with a large volume of monthly or quarterly recurring work
can often make better use of its staff, since it can more accurately
predict the kind and amount of work ahead. Monthly assignment
scheduling can be quite accurate; there is little critical need for
longer-range estimates. Conversely, when substantial semi-annual
and annual engagements predominate in a firm’s engagements, ad
vance planning of staff requirements must extend over a longer
period, and thus becomes more difficult.
Regardless of the size of the firm or the nature of its work,
however, most practitioners agree that accurate and detailed rec
ords of staff time are a vital factor in the efficient operation of an
accounting office. Even though a fee for a given job may not be
based exclusively on the time involved, still time is one of the few
elements in an accounting practice that can be measured objec
tively; accurate time records for each client are basic to a determi
nation of the costs of rendering service— and thus to a decision on
a fair fee.
If, as was pointed out in Bulletin 3, The Difficult Art of Setting
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Fees, costs can be incorporated into a basic rate for each staff man,
or each classification of accountant, a firm also will have constantly
before it a clear picture of its financial position should a proposed
fee vary from an extension of these rates.
Every certified public accountant might do well to review his
own procedures for recording and controlling time. In so doing, it
might prove useful for him to ask himself these questions, among
others:
Are there annual standards of chargeable time which can be
regarded as the norm for our staff and partners?
Are these standards realistic, so that they can be met without
excessive overtime?
Is there sufficient time allowed for administrative duties, train
ing, advanced study, participation in civic and professional activi
ties, and client development (such as preliminary surveys requested
by potential clients, or new ideas for improving service rendered to
present clients)?
Do our time records accurately reflect all time spent, both pro
ductive and nonproductive?
Are the minimum units recorded small enough to account for
all time spent, but large enough to avoid burdensome entries?
Do we keep a cumulative record of nonproductive time accord
ing to basic categories, thus enabling us to relate productive and
the major areas of nonproductive time to total available time and
to each other?
Is control exercised over the time spent on an engagement while
the work is in process? By personal supervision? By timely analysis
of individual time reports? By progress reports submitted by the
in-charge accountant?
Can it be readily determined whether engagements result in a
fair return in relation to the true costs involved?
Do existing records enable the firm to make occasional income
analyses by client and/or type of service to determine relative
performance?
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Is work scheduled in advance to assure optimum productivity
and proper assignments?
Is work forecast far enough in advance to permit a reasonable
estimate of staff availability, and to permit adjustments before the
need actually arises?
Are these scheduling duties channeled through one individual
with sufficient authority to control assignments?
Is it firm policy to rotate staff men on assignments?
Are specific provisions made to keep men occupied during
normally unassigned periods with a backlog of non-rush work
(preparing schedules, handling special projects, taking part in staff
training sessions)?
Are continuous efforts made to diversify the overall practice, so
that the workload can be stabilized by the inclusion of clients with
varying business years?
Every practitioner can add many questions to this list. They
all need to be answered satisfactorily before the practitioner can
be sure that his time— and his staff’s time— is being used to the
greatest advantage of both the firm and its clients.
Strangely, many practitioners seem reluctant to devote enough
time or thought to this question of internal controls. Yet it seems
evident that a relatively small amount of time devoted monthly to
reviewing control records—which can be simply maintained, for
the most part, by the clerical staff—would result in a smoother work
flow and increased productivity, and pay substantial long-range
dividends in terms of efficiency and financial stability.
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